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A'Knight' on the town
Volume 101 Number 10

Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating 101 years!

Page edited by Butch Barker

The jazz ensemble played thing we don't do enough of," Through the Grapevine."
sets before a 45 minute Knight said. "The key word "Her performance with her
Gladys Knight performs for fiveintermission
that quickly tonight is celebrate."
brother was the highlight of
turned into a sound check. Knight's celebration includ- the show," Roane county
Just as the crowd began to get ed many of the songs that sophomore J.T. Stevens said.
acapacity-crowdwelcomedWednesday
rowdy, Gladys Knight made her famous during her "It was electrifying."
the audience and appeared on stage.
career with The Pips. "Wind Knight also was joined by
by KRISTINA WISE
reporter

The first event of the 19992000 Marshall Artists Series
quickly turned from aperformance into aparty.
Huntington Mayor Jean
Dean and Marshall Interim
President A. Michael Perry

E-courses
provide ,
alook at
the future

introduced the "millennium"
Marshall Artists Series
Wednesday night at the KeithAlbee Theatre.
Perry thanked corporate
sponsors for their help in organizing and funding the events
before introducing the opening
act, The Bob Thompson Unit.

She apologized for technical
difficulties as she greeted the
audience.
"I'm not here to work,"
Knight said as she came on
stage for her sold-out show,
"I'm here for aparty.
"It's all about us coming
together tonight to do the one

guest instrumentalist Vince
Priester, who accompanied her
on the saxophone for "That's
What Friends Are For."
The duet received a standing ovation for the song, as did Singer-songwriter Gladys Knight
Knight's trademark song,
performed asold-out show at the
Please see KNIGHT, P7 Keith-Albee Theatre Wednesday.
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by RYAN WHEELER
reporter

'
Marshall is taking strides
into the future with electronic
courses.
"We are doing some wonderful things with e-courses,"
Alberet Simon, instructional
technologist, said.
Simon serves on the
Committee to Encourage
Electronic
Course Development
and Multimedia
Projects and
has developed several e-courses
for the College of Liberal Arts.
Dr. Donna Spindel, associate
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts !COLA), teaches e-courses
in the history department. "We
pretty much ask students to do
the same work that we would
ask of a regular class," she
said.
Spindel said e-courses use a
lot of multimedia. The e-courses at Marshall have real-time
audio and video clips, and chat
rooms for class discussion.
"I really think history lends
itself to this medium," Simon
said. "Students can put themselves in the position of ahistorical figure. They can decide
whether to drop the A-bomb."
Spindel agrees.
"These courses have lots of
multimedia integrated nicely,"
Spindel said.
Please see PARKING, PS

Beneath My Wings," "You're
the Best Thing That Ever
Happened to Me," and "My
Imagination" were among the
songs she performed.
She was joined later by
brother and original Pip,
Bubba Knight, for adance to
their chart-topping "Heard it

by AARON E. RUNYON
reporter

Some speeches are intended
to motivate or create interest.
This one may save lives.
Today's scheduled speech by
Christian businessman and
author Jerry Thacker has students and faculty voicing concern for increased AIDS awareness on campus.
"It is a message that every
student needs to hear," said
Dave Greear, campus pastor for
Campus Light Baptist Ministries. "There are many misconceptions about the deadly virus
that Thacker will be addressing."
Sponsored by Campus Light
Baptist Ministries, the event
will be at 9 p.m. Thursday,
Sept. 23, in room 105 of Corbly
Hall.
According to apress release,
Thacker.was infected with HIV
as a result of ablood transfusion received by his wife after
the birth of their third child in
1984. He now travels to campuses throughout the country
in an effort to promote AIDS
awareness, present his story
and challene listeners to react
with Christ like compassion for
those affiicted by the disease.
Carla Lapelle, coordinator of
the Student Health Education
Program,
said the speech
photo by Butch Barker
have a strong effect on
Montserrat Miller, assistant professor of history, goes should
students
who
never met an
through afile cabinet filled with research for her upcoming individual withhave
HIV.
book on food markets in Spain.
must agree. More than 20 taken some professors to disbooks have been turned out by tant places to gather materihistory professors at Marshall. al. Woodward spent time in
Woodward claims five of those. England editing personal
"They get a little easier as papers of Chief Sir William
you go," he said.
Research for books has Please see PROFESSORS. Vt

History professors recording
the past in their own books
by RYAN WHEELER
reporter

Some history professors at
Marshall have recorded apart
of the past with their own
books.
Eleven of 14 professors in
the department have written
at least one book during their
career.
"We (the professors)-feed off
of each other," Dr. Bill Palmer,
professor, said giving credit for
much of his motivation to his
associates. "Dr. Woodward, Dr.
David Duke and Dr. Spindel
set agreat example for me."
Other professors agreed
that inspiration comes from
their colleagues.
Montserrat Miller, assistant
professor, said, "When the
senior members of the department are productive, it helps
you to be productive."
Praises come from all over
the department, however. Dr.
Duke, professor, commended
Miller for her work, and
Woodward praised Palmer's
accomplishments.
"I think there is an obligation to the creation of knowledge," Palmer said.
Ten other faculty members
in the history department

New Faculty Senate president
and Marshall go back along way

will invade Harris Riverfront
Park Saturday for the X-Fest
'99.
WAMX-FM is sponsoring the
concert which includes national recording artists Caroline's
Spine, Sponge, Shades Apart,
Machine Head and
doubleDrive.
Boba Flex, Syrinix, Chisel,
Deadlast, Blue Honey and
Karma To Burn will be among
the area bands performing on
the "Loud and Local" stage.
For complete coverage see
page 10.

The new Faculty Senate
president and Marshall
University go back along way,
longer than her 18 years as a
member of the school's faculty.
During that time, Donna
Donathan, an associate professor in the Community and
Technical College's two-year
legal assisting program, has
served as interim director for
Student Legal Aid for asemester and interim director of
Judicial Affairs for ayear.
She served on committees
such as Student Conduct and
Welfare, Library and Physical
Facilities during her first
Faculty Senate term. After sitting out one term, she was re-

by EVAN BEVINS
reporter

.J

Lapelle said the Student
Health Education Program
spreads AIDS awareness by
making literature available
throughout campus and by
direct contact with students. In
addition to meeting with residents in campus dorms, the
members also speak with
University 101 students about
topics such as sexually transmitted diseases and the spread
of the HIV virus.
She said an eight-week AIDS
awareness class is offered
though Marshall's counseling
department. The course is
worth one credit hour.
Lapelle said Marshall students are not as directly
involved with the ravages of
AIDS as the residents of big
cities.
"In many larger cities, one in
eight people may be HIV positive," she said. "In this area of
the country it's not a largely
visible problem."
Campus Light Baptist
Ministries Student President
Trey Bailey said the lack of visibility is an attraction.
"This is agreat way to gain
firsthand knowledge about
AIDS," he said.
"As a Christian it's also
important to see the role God
has played by giving Thacker
strength in his everyday battle," Bailey said.
Thacker also will speak at
10:30 a.m. Sunday at Grace
Gospel Church in Huntington.

University College ready
for the ribbon to be cut

Acrowd listens to Caroline's
Spine at apast concert at the
Stoned Monkey.

X-Fest
ready
to
rock
Huntington
Local and national bands

Lecturer
challenges
others
to
become
aware ofAIDS virus

elected to the
senate and
elected president. She also
is on the university's presidential search
committee.
••
Before that,
Donathan
was._____. . . .,
a student at DONATHAN
Marshall,
where she earned her undergraduate degree in counseling. She said she was actively
involved with campus groups
such as student government.
In her sophomore year, she
and then- Student Body
President Mike Gant organized Marshall's first student
orientation.
But Donathan has another

significant connection. She
was a freshman on Nov. 14,
1970 - that was the date of
the plane crash in which 75
players of Marshall's football
team, coaches, fans and crew
were killed.
"It was like B.C. and A.C.,
before the crash or after the
crash, it was such adefining
moment," Donathan said.
"When you're 18, you think
you're 10-feet tall and bulletproof, and for many of us it
was the fiirst time any of us
had faced a catastrophe of
that magnitude."
For Donathan, the.. most
enduring memory of that time
came at the memorial service
at Veteran's Field House. Dr.
Please see FACULTY, PS

· for students' to address their
academic needs," he said.
The building also houses the
University College, a new Academic Support Center,
program for conditionally which offers academic advisadmitted students, is having ing, tutoring services and writan open house and ribbon-cut- ing tutors.
ting ceremony at noon today.
Katherine Hetzer, program
Corley F. Dennison, assistant coordinator for the Academic
dean of University College, Support Center, said students
said
are taking advantage of the
the college was
services offered through the
developed for
University College and
incoming freshAcademic Support Center.
men who do not
Jon Rogers, a peer tutor in
meet admission . ,
the Academic Support Center,
requirements.
said the establishment of
It gives stuUniversity College and the new
dents a chance
location of the support center
to work toward ~..-.__.-[:_J will benefit students.
full admission DENNISON "University College is very
to the universihelpful to students because it
ty, Dennison said. Students gives them the facilities to
have up to three semesters to learn in and to receive any help
finish developmental courses in they may need,"Rogers said.
order to gain admission, he said. University College is located
About 450 students are taking on the lower level of the
courses at University College Community and Technical
this semester.
College building, between
"University College is aplace Laidley and Hodges halls.
by ROBYN JUSTICE
reporter

-•

Kiss named to state Supreme Court

2

CHARLESTON (AP) - Gov. Cecil Underwood made official
Wednesday his selection of House Speaker Bob Kiss to fil a
vacancy on the state Supreme Court.
The action came aday after lawyers said the lack of such
notice was holding up their plans to challenge the appointment.
Charleston lawyers Rudy DiTrapano and Sean McGinley,
along with South Charleston Mayor Richie Rob, claim Kiss'
appointment violates the state constitution because the speaker
voted for a$10,000 pay raise for justices.
Page edited by Amy Shultz
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world's largest youth equine association
byERICFOSSELL
The Herald-Dispatch
CULLODEN
(AP)- Sum.mer
may be a time of horseplay for

many high school students, but
not for Ryan Saxe.
The Cabell Midland High
School senior was busy traveling
throughout the country as a
region director for the world's
largest youth equine association.
He was elected last month as
Region Ill director ofthe American

Quarter Horse Youth Association,
and his area covers 15 states and
the Canadian provinces.
Saxe, 18, said the office is the
culmination of alongtime dream.
"It's quite an honor," he said.
"It's great to be part of something this big and important."
Statistics from the AQHYA
reveal that it has nearly 30,000
members worldwide.
Its annual show, held in Fort
Worth, Texas, features participants from 45 states, four

Legal m9onshine hits
the liquor store shelves
MORGANI'OWN (AP) The bottle looks like it was
meant to hold maple syrup, but
the crystal clear liquid inside is
even more traditional.
The first 72 cases ofMountain
Moonshine, made in aGranville
garage by West Virginia
Distilling Co., have been
shipped to the state Alcohol
Beverage Control Commission's
bonded warehouse, distiller
Payton Fireman said Monday.
"It took amonth and ahalf ...
to make enough whiskey to
make these cases," he said. "It's
going to take another month or
so to make another supply."

Canadian provinces and six
countries.
Saxe spent much of his summer traveling to neighboring
states, as well as to AQHYA
headquarters in Amarillo, 'Toxas.
Among Saxe's responsibilities
are attending banquets and
meetings throughout his jurisdiction and speaking to people about
the objectives of the AQHYA.
He explained that the organization's scope extends well
beyond horses.
"We're trying to emphasize
that you don't have to be ahorse
owner to be in the association,"
he said.
There is an abundance of
things we offer for youth."
Among them are academic

scholarships, as well as photography, art and band contests.
Kari Beckner, aMarshall student who met Saxe afew years
ago at 4-H camp, said she's
grateful that her friend has
brought his loyalty and work
ethic to the AQHYA.
"He'll do great," she said. "I'm
already trying to talk him into
running for president.
"He's hardworking, he's easy
to get along with and he's very
involved."
She added that Saxe is mature
beyond his years and encourages
people to "want to do better."
For his part, Saxe said he probably would not have joined AQHYA
and sought such aprominent office
without Beckner's encouragement.

Farmers receive hay as drought aid

MARTINSBURG (AP) -A dozen Berkeley County farmers suffering from this year's drought have received some
hay to help tide their herds over.
Atrain carrying 100 tons of hay donated by Wisconsin
farmers rolled into adelivery dock in Martinsburg Tuesday.
Workers from Quad Graphics, aprinting plant, worked in a
steady rain to transfer the bales to vehicles.
Quad Graphics employee Barb Casper, who lived in Lomira,
Wis., before moving to Martinsburg, helped arrange the donation.
"These guys need alittle help," she said.
Recent rains have helped turn fields green again, giving
livestock fresh grazing area. Winter crops such as rye and
barley may benefit.
However, dry conditions that have plagued the area since
last year have dramatically cut the spring and early summer
hay crop. Farmers rely on the cuttings to keep their animals
fed through the winter.

Woman dies in rear-end car collision

INWOOD (AP) - AMartinsburg woman who police say
caused afatal accident over the weekend has been charged
with failure to avoid tqe collision, state police say.
Patsy Stewart, 51, ~ed Saturday in the crash in the northlanes of Interstate 81 near the Spring Mills Road exit.
WELCH
(AP) - State and Tina Bowen claims the bound
Stewart and passenger Selena Gibbons of Spring Run, Pa.,
local officials are investigating teacher bit her 7-year-old were
stopped
in traffic because of road construction when
an allegation that a second daughter's shoulder - breakSchoppert, 25, rear-ended them with her sport-utility
grade teacher bit one of her ing the skin and causing it to Rachel
vehicle,
said
Sgt.
Deke Walker. .
students earlier this week.
bleed. Lane said he didn't know
Schoppert was not hurt. Gibbons and another passenger,
The teacher has been taken the extent of the injury.
Brandy Stewart, were treated for minor injuries.
out of the classroom and will The Welch Police Department 25-year-old
Schoppert was cited Tuesday for failure to stop to avoid a
not return until the investiga- and the Department of Health collision,
Walker said.
tion is complete, Larry Lane, and Human Resources also are
investigating.
the
county'
s
assistant
superintendent, said today.
.------------------------------------.........,
The incident allegedly occurred
Oft CUt, O COO
Monday, he said.
"The principal heard rumors
about
thing Lane
and hesaid.
contacted thethe
parent,"
Hair today is all
about femininity.
Layers of bold color
now softened with a
feathery new cut.
~
Ask us about Matrix
haircolor. Discover
October 8th-9th, 1999
how today's women
Marshall University
combines softness
Memorial Student Center
with edge.

The Morgantown lawyer
expects the first bottling to
be gone by the time the next
is ready for sale.
The label promises "this product is made from the finest corn
whiskey, blended with corn grain
neutral spirits, to produce an
incomparable crisp clean flavor."
Every bottle is guaranteed
to be "less than 30 days old."
Fireman is hoping more of the
state's 220-plus licensed liquor
st.ores wil take achance on his
product-one ofafew legal moonshines on the ITl8.Iket tooay. His
~competition, GoorgiaMoon,
is oottled in pint canning jars.

Police investigate biting teacher

b Id I r.
Total edge.
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• Paul Rogat Loeb, Author of Soul of aCitizen

feminine...,

• Melody Templeton, Trainer, Professor, Motivational Speaker
• John Walsh, America's Most Wanted: America Fights Back

DUDLEY RELAXERS STARTING AT $40.00
MATRIX PERMS ON SALE $38.95
Tanning Sculptured Nail Facials Complete Linc of Wig and Hair Pieces

Host and Author
• Small group mentoring with professional facilitators
• Interactive Entertainment

Free to Marshall Students

Matrix Paul Mitchell Nexxus Rcdkcn Sebastian Repcchage

··- ·•

Conference begins 5:00 p.m. October 8th and ends 11 :00 p.m. October 9th
For more infonnation, registration forms, hotel information, scholarship
information Call 304-696-6TT0 or email student-activities@marshall.edu

697-4247 Monday1112-Friday4thAvenueHuntington,
A-1
9am -7pm SaturdayWV
9am -6pm I I[
::_v-.

Sponsored by: Student Affairs, Student Development, Women's Center,
Student Government, Student Activities, and Greek Affairs

\17S4'.

697-3300

r--MEGA-DEAL-,-DOUBLELARGEDEAL7---LARG_E_DEAL-,
$8.99

Monday-Thursday
4pm-1am
Frid11am-2am
ay-Saturday
Sunday noon-1 am

•

. carry le·ss than
Our dnvers
~00
Itrl noi A ·s:. .~ 1?1~1/QQ
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$13.99

:

$7.99

2LARGE, I 1LARGE ,
1
TOPPI
NG .PIZZAS!
1TOPPI
NG PIZZA
. CruSt) :I (Choose
Valid for pickup or delivery
{Cho~se Thin. or Ongma~
Thin or Original Crust)
Vahd for pickup or deh_very
I
Valid for pickup or delivery
vru;,ustomer
at""""'
"'""'"'""· • • vru,Customer
, at part,c,patmg
. . at part1c1pati
..
pays salesstmaso,1,
tax where I..Valid
only.
pay~icsaablIese tax where
pays.salngesstores
tax where
appl
appI'icable.
I • Customer

ANY SIZE• ANY CRUST
•ANY#
TOPPINGS
(No doubleofportions,
please)

---------- -- ----------~
Our drivers$20carry
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Hurricane Floyd relugees take shelter in trailers

Page edited by Amy Shultz

Thursday, Sept. 23, 1999

by ESTES THOMPSON Emergency Response Team. water because of a damaged of Case Farms, acompany that dents and business owners will would be closed by rising waters.
The Associated Press - "It's avery tenuous situation." treatment plant. Tempers have processes about 34 million not be allowed to return until The Neuse was expected to crest

TARBORO,
N.C. -shelter
After sixat
days
in atemporary
Tarboro High School, Angela
Davis said the prospect of privacy in astate-supplied camping trailer was delightful.
"I can call that ahome because
there's nobody but me and my
family in one camper," the
Hurricane Floyd refugee said
Tuesday on her cot in the high
school, where she and her two
children have stayed with nearly
2,000 other displaced residents.
She was pushed out of her
eastern North Carolina home
by Floyd's rising floodwaters,
which now threaten to cause
more damage downstream. ·
"People who aday or two ago
were not in harm's way may
now find themselves at risk,"
said Tom Hegele of the State

About 10,000 people remain in
shelters nearly a week after
Floyd dumped 20 inches of rain
on the eastern part of the state.
There have been 41 confirmed
deaths in North Carolina and
the deluge flooded 30,000 homes.
Altogether, the storm caused
at least 68 deaths from the
Bahamas to New England, and
damage is expected to rise into
the hundreds of millions. It
rained again Tuesday in many
areas, including Lodi, N.J.
"Today was the first day water
hasn't kept coming through the
floor, but it'll start again now
that it's raining," said Gouind
Vakharia, who has lived in Lodi
for 10 years. "Why bother trying
to keep it out now?"
More than a million New
Jersey residents were still being
advised to boil their drinking

flared as the extent of the damage becomes clearer.
"I want outright money," John
Trulio Jr. shouted at state and
federal officials Tuesday as he
stood outside his parents' damaged home in Ossining, N.Y. "I
don't want a loan, I want a
grant. If we can give these foreign countries all this aid, why
not some right here in America?"
North Carolina has started
distributing 420 camping trailers to help homeless citizens.
The stateinplans
campers
place.to have 1,000
The early damage estimate of
$1.3 billion is expected to soar
and may well exceed the $6 billion for Hurricane Fran in
1996, North Carolina's costliest
natural
"This disaster.
is the worst thing I've
ever seen," said Steve Fanning

chickens ayear.
Gov. Jim Hunt, in a speech
broadcast statewide, asked residents to pitch in with efforts to
rebuild homes and repair the
damage Floyd caused to the
state's economy.
Up to 3inches of rain fell
across already flooded regions
before ending early today. The
rain delayed efforts to incinerate the carcasses of hundreds of
thousands of drowned hogs,
chickens and turkeys to prevent the spread of disease.
Several miles beyond the
state line, in Franklin, Va., hazardous materials specialists
were testing for contamination
left by leaking petroleum barrels, pesticides, raw sewage
and dead animals.
Officials said that even after
the floodwaters are gone, resi-

environmental agencies give
their approval.
In North Carolina, everything from caskets to bloated
animal carcasses to household
goods could be seen bobbing in
the polluted floodwaters across
an 18,000-square-mile area.
Pilots delivering food and
bottled water to shelters continued to look for stranded people from the air.
The uncertainty of more flooding could be seen in nearby
Greenville,
a citysupply
of 44,000
where the water
was
temporarily shut down Tuesday
by rising waters of the Tar River.
About 30 miles south in
Kinston, the Neuse River covered roads, emptied motels and
stranded emergency workers.
Officials worried that bridges
crossing the river downtown

13 feet above flood stage.
was High,
no running
water
atThere
Tarboro
and people
bathed in shower tents hooked
up to water tankers by the
National Guard. Portable toilets were overflowing.
. "It would be nice to have flushable toilets, but that's not in the
foreseeable future," said Dave
Stone ofGod
the American
Cross.
"Thank
we've got Red
power."
Salvador Lopez, who had
lived with 12 relatives in a
mobile home in nearby
Printeville until the floods
wiped him out, was looking for
away to move to his family to
his parents' home near
Rochester, N.Y.
"I've lost everything - cars,
mobile home," said Lopez in
Spanish.
Everything"Weisonly
lost.~saved ourselves.

Chicago to house world's tallest building Princeton U. students protest against professor
CIIlCAGO (AP) - Malaysia, official height - would bring
lookTheout.Chicago Plan Commission· theThetower
to afull 2,000 feet.
Petronas Towers in Kuala
has approved a proposal that Lumpur, Malaysia, currently reign
might once again give the city as the tallest buildings in the world
bragging rights as home of the at 1,483 feet.
world's tallest building.
-~ Chicago's Sears Tower - at
The plan submitted
feet-held
the world'
comm1ss1on
Tuesdayto the,
by 1,450
title from
1973 until
1996,s tallest
when
European American Realty the Malaysian skyscraper was
Ltd. calls for a112-story build- ruled taller.
ing that would rise 1,537 feet. Chicago's proposed chalAbroadcasting antenna - lenger would have 1.8 million
not included in a building's square feet of space for

offices, residential units, a
two-level retail concourse and
parking for at least 950 cars.
The slender, tapered tower,
with an expected cost of$500 million, would be built at Dearborn
and Madison Sreets, in the heart
ofThe
the downtown
Loop. occusite is currently
pied by avacant building.
The Chicago City Council
still needs to give permission
to raze the existing building
and put up the new one.

l1hu1rsday Niigh't
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by LORI HINNANT
The Associated Press

PRINCETON, N.J. - More
than 250 demonstrators protested the first day of classes of a
Princeton University professor
who says parents should have
the right to euthanize newborns
with severe handicaps.
The protesters surrounded
the school's administration
building.
Fourteen people were arrested when they refused to stop
blocking the entrances.
Policewhere
who bioethics
guarded the
classroom
professor
Peter Singer was teaching said
they will continue to do so as
long as they feel it was necessary.
In his recent books, Singer
has said children less than one
month old have no human consciousness
do not have the
same rightsand
as others.

GUYS
&GIRLS
needed to model for

TONIGHT

_9:00 p.m.
in the
Memorial Student Center

West Virginia
State Hair Show
Radisson Hotel.
Huntington WV.
Sunday. Oct 3
FREE MAKEOVER
Great Exposure
Opportunities

PAUL MITCHELL

AMERICAN CREW
Interested?
call Bev 886-7837

"Killing adefective infant i.s Princeton junior, said in an
letter that Singer's elevanot morally equivalent to open
killing aperson," he has writ- tion to an endowed professorten. "Sometimes it is not wrong ship "deeply troubles me, just
as it would if such an honor
at all."
Marie Tasy, of the anti-abortion were bestowed upon an antigroup Right to Life, said Singer's Semite or aracist."'
PicketsHitler
equatedandSinger
with . .
views prey on the vulnerable. Adolf
chanted
"Human
showncanus "Princeton
where
this history
type ofhas
thinking
promotes murder of
people with disabilities."
lead,"
she said.
If Professor Singer's views do Singer, 53, declined an internot go unchallenged, there is a view request by The Associated
possibility that they could be Press.
adopted by health insurance Bioethicist Paul Armstrong, the
companies, who are always look- attorney who successfully argued
right Ann
to dieQuinlan
in the landingRepublican
to save dollars."
presidential can- for
marktheKaren
case,
didate Steve Forbes, a said he disagrees with many of
Priilceton alumnus who also Singer's ideas, but welcomed him
serves on the university's to the bioethics debate.
Board of Trustees, said "Peter's strength is making
Tuesday he will withhold any us rethink our first, fundamendonations to the school as long tal ideas," Armstrong said.
as Singer teaches there.
His weakness is trying to
Forbes, whose daughter is a translate that into public policy.

Public needs $25 permit
toNEWpicnic
in Central Park
YORK (AP) - Planning Daily News reported.
abig family picnic in Central Park?
Don't forget the sandwiches and
soft drinks - and acity permit
that's going to set you back $25.
The city wants to enforce a
little-known law requiring any
group of 20 or more people to
pay the fee and apply for apermit 30 days in advance.
Hearings were scheduled
today on ameasure to clarify the
regulation and its enforcement.
The new proposal would
require permits for any "contest,
ceremony,
parade, exhibit,
athletic competition,
reading or picnic involving
more th~n 20 people," the

Fewer than 2,000 such permits were issued last year for
the 326 parks in Manhattan;
no figures were available for
the other four boroughs.
Parks Commissioner Henry
Stern offered little explanation
as to why the rule is being resurrected or how strictly it will
be enforced.
"If there are a bunch of little
kids
playing ball with parents,
you don't give them asummons
for the 21st person that arrives,"
Stern said.
But you have to ba\"C arule and
you have to have anwnber, or you
couldn't enforce it.'

· Llv'b- tv1U61C
\v'ITW BLUb-6 ARTl6T ll.J. JAtv16-6

·BowlingTournament
• FREE Bill/ARDS

Formore
information
call 696-2290

Sponsored by:

If you need some extra cash, try donating plasma. If you
have never donated or it has been 2months, you receive a
•total of $50 for your first 2donations and you can earn up
to $185 by donating regulary in September! We're close to
campus and each donation takes less than 2hours. Come
and see us soon. Call 529-9713 for more information.
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- Nabi BioMedical Center
551 21st St.
Huntington, WV 25703
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'thing,
Idon'texceptdesirethetoborder
run for anyoccasionally."

-Donna Donathan.
Faculty Senate president
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Fast lood is not
intended to be

good tor you

Becam,e of the long hours of class and work,
student journalists too often find themselves
eating hamburgers and french fries instead of
fruits and vegetables.
My diet - which is comprised primarily of
Stewart's hot dogs, Papa John's pizzas, Taco
Bell's chicken burr;tos and Wendy's cheeseburgers - has added nearly 30 pounds to my
5-foot-3 frame since last summer.
As aresult, Ihave been trying to find wayi:;
to lose some of those pounds or at least maintain my current weight. Ihave looked in books,
magazines and newspapers. But the other day
Iwas on the Internet looking for nude photos
of Heidi Klum, er... I mean information for a
research paper when Istumbled on aWeb page
devoted to nutrition and fitness.
With hopes of finding a· plan that sheds
extra pounds easily by adhering to a strict
diet of candy bars, peanut butter and jelly
,;andwiches, potato chips and chocolate milk,
Iread some of the articles on the Web page.
But alas there was no such plan.
I did, however, find the article Healthy
Choices for Fast Food by Cynthia York-Camden,
adietician at Herrin Hospital in Illinois.
Camden contends fast food doesn't have to
be fat food.She offers several ideas for making
healthier choices and reducing the fat in fast
food. The problem is they are not very helpful.
Here are some of her tips (along with my
responses to why they will not work for me or
others who have similar eating habits).
•Leave off the mayonnaise or special sauce
to cut calories and fat. Also, hold the cheese
and opt for lettuce, tomato and onion.
Oh, OK, Iunderstand. You mean leave off
all the good stuff. Ibet that will taste great.
•Yeah,Use andlightwhile
or fat free dressings on salads.
I'm at it, I'll refrain from
topping them with croutons, cheese and bacon
bits. Not really.
• Order smaller size burgers with fewer
toppmgs. Also, order small fries instead of
large
themthatto hold
the salt.
Theand
onlyaskthing
smaller
sizes mean to
me is Ican eat two orders instead of one. Case
in point: White Castle hamburgers. You can
eat 10 of them in one setting.
•DoesOrderthatfoodinclude
that is grilled or broiled.
flame-grilled Whoppers
and BK Broilers? If so, I'm all for that.
•LetOrderme fruitsee,juice,do Ilow-fat
milk or wat.er to drink.
want to wash down my
meal of hamburgers and french fries with a
chocolate milkshake or an ice cold water?
Tough decision, huh? Next tip.
•Yummy,
Enjoy fat-free frozen yogurt or sorbet.
yummy, yummy. I would much
rather eat either of those two culinary confections than aButterfinger Blizzard. Anyway.
•ThatEnjoyis sacrilegious.
pizza with vegetables instead of meat.
If God did not want us
to eat meat on pizza, he would not have given
us pepperoni, ham, sausage, canadian bacon
or other animal byproducts that taste great
with pizza sauce and mozzarella cheese on a
hand-tossed crust.
My point: If you are going to eat fast food,
enjoy it. If you have time to eat nutritious,
home-cookedmeals, then use that opportunity
to eat low-fat food. But if you have to eat fast
food because of your busy schedule, then get the
biggest burger (extra cheese and mayonnaise,
of course l, the biggest order of fries and the
biggest milkshake.Because fast food is not supposed to be healthy. It's supposed to be tasty.
Remember that, and I'll see you at BW-3.

Editorial

Please keep letters to the editor
no longer than 250 words. Longer
letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and
include an address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may
be edited for libelous statements,
available space or factual errors.
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Should student-athletes be paid?
by PATRICK MCGEE
The Rebel Yell
(U. Nevada-Las Vegas)
(U-wm.E) LAS VEGAS - l

would like to start out by quoting
the great Vince Lombardi, who
once
said, the"Tojobachieve
success,
whatever
we have,
we
must pay aprice for success. It's
like anything worthwhile. It has a
price. You have to pay the price to
win and you have to pay the price
to get to the point where success is
possible. Most important, you
must pay the price to stay there."
One of the fundamental tenets
of intercollegiate athletics, existing since college sports began
more than acentury ago, is they
are amateur sports. Today, they
continue to be seen as an alternative to professional sports.
Asignificant portion of the
cost of astudent-athletes' college
education is paid for through
full or partial scholarships. They
also receive other benefits such
as free books, fees, tuition, room
and board, medical, dental and
anything else relating to their
respective sport. These are
things they are entitled to after
signing their lettel'S of intent.
Student-athletes come here
and play, doing what they love,

and in turn are provided with a
college education. They also
develop their dormant potential.
By developing this dormant
potential and capability they
will become prepared for life
experiences after college.
Intercollegiate athletes should
receive some form of payment
other than ascholarship. An athlete is nothing more than an entertainer comparable to the days of
the ancient Roman Empire.
Roman gladiators of the Roman
circus entertained the people like
the modem student-athlete.
It is tough to make the grade and
make the play. When athletes are
not being compensated properly, it
is nothing but exploitation. Many
people feel athletes should not get
more because they are lucky to be
getting what they have. But what
would we do without them?
Theofbottom
lions
dollarslineon isthethere
lineareon milthe
images coming from college athletics. Many alumni donate big bucks
to schools for superior athletic programs and alot of money comes to
Universities from TV and merchandise sales. Some of it should
trickle down to the student-athlete.
There is amajor equity issue
that exists. One issue is that
while under scholarship a stu-

dent-athlete cannot work like
regular students. They have
extensive practice sessions and
weight room time. To get by they
must rely on stipends that only
provide for living expenses.
The thing that kills me is nobody
can even buy atrain ticket for an
athlete. Big brother is watching
and will force that student to sit
out if they take such agift.
The issue that typically leads
to discussion about pay-for-play
is the notion that all colleges and
universities are making millions
in profit from their athletics programs. The NCAA reports only
about 60 schools take in more
revenue than they have in
expenses. Almost no sports realize significant revenues beyond
men's basketball and football.
I once thought free sneaker,;
and ameal card was absolutely
the greatest thing, but then I
grew up. I began to see the
money made off these athletes
and what lengths an institution
of higher learning would go to in
order to get aprime time athlete.
Ithink the NCAA should act on
pay-for-play. Right now they play
for recognition and aring. There
should be more incentives be::;ides
this so student athletes' can stay
in school to finish their degrees.

'Dubya Plan' is key to financial success
MARK

College students have many
problems when it comes to
money. Most of us simply never
have enough of it. There are
plenty of classified ads in newspapers that promise quick cash,
but these ads rarely deliver
what they promise.
I am a fan of get-rich-quick
schemes, though, and I think I
may have awinner.
Many of you know that we
have apresidential election coming up in 2000, and George W.
Bush has raised alot of cash $52 million according to the
news. That's a lot of money for
alcohol, I mean tuition. Taking
what you know from your civics
courses in high school, you know

that almost anyone can iun for friends, who get a20 percent cut
public office, including college of your donations.
students. I propose that instead If anyone does ask what platof taking out student loans,which form you are running on, just
you have to pay back, why not say this campaign is about peorun for an elected office instead'? ple and their needs.
The funds are supposed to be Just let the issues mingle in the
for your campaign, sure, but background. By talking in circles.
you're a politician - a little you will sound intelligent and full
graft is expected of you. No one of ideas, even if you don't known
wants to disappoint the voters! what office you're runningfor.
To run successfully, follow the Be sure not to leave amoney
"Dubya Plan,"named for George trail once your campaign is over
W. Bush - do not speak out or and try to get cash donations, so
against any position. Let the they can't trace any rr.10ney back
voters decide what you think to you.
and you will never have to say a If one follows these rules, you
word. Avoid controversial issues may actually have enough
and try to paint yourself as a money for a whole year of colcompassionate and caring per- lege. For anyone out there who
son, but a compassionate and doubts the legality of this plan,
caring person who is raking in you are absolutely correct. This
lots of dough, Imean donations. is an illegal, immoral and repreRaise money like there isno hensible idea for anyone to sugtomorrow - that is the point, gest. And you can send any and
after all. The days of making all campaign donations to my
oodles of promises you don't mailbox, care of The Parthenon
intend to keep are over. Now you at 311 Smith Hall.
need to work on your public And thank you for your support.
image and get your face in the
news so people know who you Maril Blevins ts a columnist
are. To avoid the cost of hiring a for The Parthenon. Comments
staff,· make this a grass roots can be sent to him at 311 Smith
campaign that only involves Hall. He can be reached at 696your volunteers and your best 6696.
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"Just wait, your music will be made fun of
too some day."
Iremember my mom and dad saying those
words to me time and again when I was
younger.
My 'dad usually listened to Elvis or Buddy
Holly. Yeah, he's achild of the 50s. My mom.
however, was achild of the 60s. She loves to
remember high school dances when The
Beatles and Herman's Hermits rnled.
No\v I know what they meant when they
defended their music, because I, like many of'
you, ·machild of the 80s.
To oe more specific, I'll throw two words at
you - "Glam Rock.''
Yeah, I loved listening to Warrant. Skid
Row, Cinderella and Motley Crne. Like Buddy
Holly, those are now fighting words.
But I'm not afraid to admit it. At least Ididn't use acan of Auqa Net aday on my milehigh teased hair, like many of the girls
around the country did.
"
The bad thing about it 1s, Istill kmd of like
the music. In fact, I was going through WalMart's CDs the other day and spotted aCD
entitled "Monster Ballads."
I flipped it over just to read what songs
were on it. When Isaw "Hea,ven" by Warrant
and "I'll Never Let You Go (Angel Eyes)" by
Steelheart, Ithought Imight actually buy it.
Then Icame
three with
otheradilemma.
CDs IwasI
interested
in andacross
was faced
narrowed my choices to Santana's new CD
and '·Monster Ballads."
Iwas afraid to waste my money on Santana
because I've heard only one song from the
album, but I was also afraid the hair bands
CD was just a desire to be 13 again. What
should Ido?
I remembered adiscussion we had here at
The Parthenon about the 80s and Glam Rock.
Life!
Crawford
her
teased editor
bangs Krista
and permed
hair.laughed
Sports ateditor
Charles Shumaker remembered his stonewashed jeans and pegged legs. Wire editor
Amy Shultz just couldn't forget middle school
dances and Bon Jovi. Editor Jacob Messer
talks about his "jams'' at lea::;t once amonth,
so that discussion was no different. News editor Andrea Copley loved jelly shoes.
As for me, I said I loved the "A-Team,"
"Family Ties," velcro shoes and, yes, Glam
Rock.
Back to Wal-Mart: the 80s were great. I,\as
care-free and no one judged me on anything.
Guess what? Ican feel that way anytime I
want now. All Ihave to do is put in "Monster
Ballads" and escape to myearlyteens with
Firehouse, Poison and Winger.
Yep, Ibought it.
Actually, we just finished listening to it
here at The Parthenon.
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C
enter for AfricanAmerican Students wants participants properly guided
by AARON E. RUNYON

reporter
The Center for African
American Students is seeking
volunteera. for the African
American Mentoring Program.
The program, started in
1985, focuses on assisting
African American students in
recognizing campus resources,
setting realistic goals and
understanding university programs.
"The goal of the program is to
help African Americans in the
transition from high school to
college," said Fran L.Jackson,
interim coordinator at the
Center for African American

Faculty
leader
and
Marshall

•From page 1

Paul Baish aw, who is now adistinguished professor of music
at Marshall, sang "O God, Our
Help in Ages Past." Donathan
said she always remembers
that moment whenever -she
hears the hymn.
An avid football fan, she abo
recalls a Thundering Herd
milestone in the fall of 1971the first football game after the
crash.
"If you had to ask me what
Marshall's greatest football victory was, it was that team taking the field," she said.
"If you ask around the town,
you'll find people who stilt
rPmember 'Look where we were
then and look where we are
now," she !->aid.
After graduating, Donathau
worked as a coum;elor for oneyear and then worked in alaw
office for seven years. Aconnection made there opened the
door for h<>r to rPturn to
Marshall.
"The opportunity to come

Students. "We're here to make "I try to have the same relationship with my
sure they are properly guided
students as my mentor had with me."
and headed in the ·right direction."
The service places students
in arelationship with universiAdamM
artin,
ty faculty, staff, administrators
Roanoke senior
or upper-class students who
Jackson said she would like to "Being a retention type proserve as confidantes.
gram helps to maximize their
"The relationship between see that number grow.
mentor and mentee is an ongo- Jackson said one great con- potential to graduate," Jackson
ing one," Jackson said. "Most of cern of the Center for African said. "Of the 40 students that
our students keep in touch with American Students is the high usually join, more than 30 stick
their mentors long after gradu- college dropout rate of African with it."
American students.
Former mentee Ashley
ation."
Jackson said she still associ- The center tries to minimize Godfrey, aCharleston sophomore
ates with students she men- that rate by providing support, majoring in management inforshe said. She said few mentor- mation systems, said the protored over 10 years ago.
The program presently has ing program students quit the gram allowed her to familiarize
with the campus and student life.
35 students and 19 mentors but university.
back as a faculty member, on "I don't desire to run for anything, except the
the other side of the fence, was
border occasionally."
just too good to pass up," she
said.
The events of 1970-71
Donna Donathan,
strengthened her ties to the
Faculty Senate president
school, but Donathan originally
thought teaching here would be she taught me and that says a qualified candidates because of
lot," Moten said.
her experience.
atemporary position only.
"I came here expecting to Moten said she doesn't see a "She had Executive Commitstay about five years and I difference between Donathan tee experience, she had served
ended up staying," she said. "I in the classroom and in the on the Student Conduct and
office. In fact, she said she Welfare Committee, (and)
liked it."
After returning, Donathan thinks some of Donathan's Student Judicial Review, so all
earned her master's degree in skills as an educator will be of that made her a qualified
adult and technical education. useful in her role as senate candidate for the position," said
Dennison, who resigned his
She said her love of teaching is president.
what kept her in Huntington. "She's willing to listen. If you position as asenator to serve as
'"IL really is the interaction in can't listen, you can't do any- assistant dean for University
the classroom that keeps most thing. You have to have the College.
of us faculty going and doing ability to be an active listener," Donathan said she discussed
what we do,~ she said. "I like Moten said. "An active listener the possibility with her husfor my students to leave every is someone who's listening to band and faculty members
day knowing one thing they you from the heart and not just whose opinions she respected.
letting it go in one ear and out With their encouragement and
didn"t know.''
a desire to be a voice for the
Li,m Moten, administrative the next."
sPcretary senior for the Faculty Loss of time in the classroom people she works with,
Senate office, said Donathan is is a factor Donathan said she Donathan decided to run. She
an l'Xcellent teacher who is a considered carefully before run- was the unanimous selection.
good lecturer and student-ori- ning for president. In fact, she Despite her involvement in
said she had given running for campus politics as both a stuent0d.
Moten speaks from experi- the office "zero thought" before dent and teacher, Donathan
ence. Agraduate of the two- Dr.Corley Dennison, the outgo- laughed at the notion of seekyear legal assisting program, ing president, approached her ing public office.
"l don't desire to run for anyDonathan was hPr professor in about it.
Denn1,;on said he contacted thing," she said, "except the
two classl':--.
"I still know today everything Donathan while searching for border occasionally."

"It was avery positive experience," Godfrey said. "I could
talk with my mentor if I had
any problem at all."
Adam Martin, Roanoke
senior and social work major,
has served as both mentor and
mentee. He said the program is
a perfect way for students to
gain experience.
"I try to have the same relationship with the students as
my mentor had with me,"
Martin said.
"You have to take time and be
ashoulder to lean on."
He said student mentors are
highly important because they
can often communicate with
the mentee on alevel that fac-

E-courses
a
look
at future

•From page 1

Some professors are using the
multimedia aspect of e-courses
in regular classes, Simon said.
The e-courses have drawbacks, Spindel said. "There is
no substitute for personal contact," shesaid.
The courses cost an additional $300 for students, and outside textbooks are required.
Dr. Ralph Taylor, associate
dean of the College of Science,
said e-courses have an exceptionally low completion rate."I
don't know exact numbers, but
it is probably below 50 p1frcent," he said.
Simon attributes the low
completion rate to students taking the e-courses for granted.
Spindel said students have to
stay on top of e-course assignments. "Ask any student who has
taken an e-course and they will
tell you it is not easy," she said.
Spindel does not encourage
students that live on campus to
take e-courses. She stressed
the importance of personal contact in the classroom.

ulty or staff cannot.
Mentors are required to
spend at least 10 hours per
month with their assigned
mentee. Along with keeping
documented reports of activities and progress, mentors
must attend meetings to discuss concerns or problems students may have.
The center will have regular
events such as a Thanksgiving
dinner, a Christmas party and
an awards banquet honoring
participants at the end of the
semester.
Anyone interested in becoming a mentor can contact the
Center for African American
Students at 696-6705.
"These e-courses are geared
toward a non-traditional student," Simon said.
Students with hearing
impairments and learning disabilities can really benefit from
e-courses, he said.
Spindel said thousands of ecourses are offered around the
country. One institution in
Phoenix offers classes electronically only, she said.
"They have one office."
Marshall is amember of the
Southern Regional Electronic
Campus tSREC), Spindel said.
By accessing SREC via the
Internet at www.srec.creb.org,
anyone can find courses offered
by Marshall.
"They can apply for admission at Marshall and sign up
for classes all electronically."
Spindel said.
Marshall has its own listing
of e-courses at muonline.marshall.online.
Taylor said e-courses are moving Marshall toward a virtual
university. "I understand the
folks over at the Lewis College of
Business are working to offer a
four-year degree through this,"
he said, "Students would never
have to set foot on campus."
Simon added, "We are pioneering again."
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AHHHHH-CHOOOOOOOO!
It'sabad season for allergy sufferers, but relief isin sight
by SR~WN RATCLIFF
reporter
Sneezing, congestion and
itchy, red eyes - to the estimated 10 to 30 percent of the
area's residents who suffer
from seasonal allergies, those
symptoms and others are
dreadfully familiar.
More than one-quarter .of
these people can blame ragweed
pollen, one of the most potent
allergens known, said Dr.
Matthew Wilson, an allergy specialist at Tri-State Allergy.
Ragweed season begins in
August and usually continues
through much of October.
The pollens die out just after

the first deep frost, which
occurred about the middle of
October last year, Wilson said.
could be good news
for
theThatpollen-sensitive,
because
the 2000 Farmers' Almanac is
predicting the early arrival .of
winter.
The specialist said the Ohio
Valley was a particular problem spot for ragweed allergies
because the plant is "terribly
abundant" here.
Pam Dice, a family nurse
practitioner at Marshall's
Student Health Services,
agreed.
"We've seen alot of upper-respiratory problems, especially
with students who have come in

"We've seen alot of upper-respiratory
problems, especially with students who
have come in from other areas. And this
season has been worse because of the
dry summer."

PamDice,
from other areas," she said. scriptions at Saver-X pharmacy
"And
been worse for a$3 co-payment.
becausethisofseason
the dryhassummer."
Wilson also said antihistaDice said she usually pre- mines, such as Claritin, Zyrtec
scribes non-sedating antihista- and Allegra, should be the first
mines and antibiotics when line of defense.
allergies have led to sinus For most people, he said a
infections.
to their family doctor is
Students may fill the pre- visit
the best bet.
family nurse practitioner at Marshall's Student Health Services

"I would say 80 percent of
patients will see significant
results from medicines prescribed by their family doctor,"
he said. ' The drugs are so good
there's really no reason to suffer."
He warned against using
over-the-counter medications
because they can cause
unwanted side effects.
Traditional antihistamines
can cause drowsiness, while
decongestants can cause nervous stimulation, he said.
The new, non-sedating prescription drugs are not
absorbed into the brain and
therefore should not cause
those effects.
In addition to taking medica-

People
will
do
crazy
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tion, there are other things
allergy sufferers can do to minimize the misery, Wilson said.
He first recommended avoiding the outside air, especially
before 10 a.m. when pollen is
the most prevalent.
Second, he said, it is important that people wash the pollen
from their hair before bedtime.
Third, he suggested using a
HEPA air purifier indoors. One
entry-level model sells for
about $15 at discount stores.
The good news for those
weary of their allergy symptoms is that once the pollen
dies out, allergies mostly vanish along with it.
Until next spring.

University
College to open
new Academic
Support Center
by KIMBERLY DUMONT
reporter
The University College at
Marshall University will cut a
ribbon to symbolically open its
new Academic Support Center
today.
The ribboncutting ceremony will take
place at noon,
today at the
Academic
Support Center
in the basement
of the Community and Technical College DENNISON
building.
The center is now open for
academic advising, academic
tutoring, and writing tutoring.
"Tutoring services are open
to everyone," said Dr. Corley
Dennison, assistant dean of
University College.
is eligible
two"Every
hoursstudent
a week
(withfora
tutor) in up to two subjects,"'
he said.
The center is open for walkin tutoring and offers tutoring
in all subjects, Dennison said.
Tutoring services are overloaded, for some subjects, such
, as anatomy, he said.
"We will try to accommodate
everyone," Dennison said.
One solution may be to offer
some group tutoring sessions,
heThe
said.center, the main home of
the University College, is a
place where
especially
studentsallinstudents,
the program,
can go for academic counseling
and support, according to a
memo from Dennison.
For all University College
students, mandatory advising
is required.
The University College was
created because of new admission standards.
Anumber of slots in the
University College are reserved
for
did notof make
ACTstudents
compositewhoscores
19 or
better, which is required for full
admission to Marshall, according to the memo.
University College students
must complete developmental
classes
threeto semesters
to be fullywithin
admitted
Marshall.
Failure to do so results in
dismissal from Marshall,
according to the memo.

Need some

extra cash?
We need a
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Human Resour·ce Services tries
to go digital"Peoplewithwill benew
systems
able to
by LAURA B. TURLEY

reporter
Human Resource Services is
attempting to be a paperless
department.
"I believe that today we are in
a substantial state of change,"
said Jim Stephens, associate
director of human resource services.
"Not only are human resource
offices busy trying to support
their organizations, we are busy
trying to keep up with technulogically driven changes in our
field, too," Stephens said.
Human Resource Services is
in the process of moving to an
electronic system.
Lalitha Ganesan, human
resource services representative, said, "I am comfortable
with the idea of the changes,
but we have not actually begun
any of them yet."
One such change is the
implementation of the Banner
HR system. It will replace the
human resources database and
the payroll system.
The system enables users to
use an electronic personnel form

The MOrTOW Library hous•
es special collections, and
government documents.
The hours of operation are:
Sunday: 1p.m. to 6p.m.
Monday-Wednesday: 8a.m.
to 8p.m.:
Thursday &Friday: 8a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Saturday: Closed
The MOrTOw Stacks contain books, and periodl•
cals published before
Jan. 1, 1994.
Sunday: 2 p.m. -5p.m.
Monday -Wednesday: 9a.m.
-6p.m.
Thursday -Friday: 9a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Saturday: Closed

between people in the search
committee, the potential for
loosing that one copy of the
resume is very high and thus
lessens the applicants chance
for employment," Stephens
said. "Electronic media will give
us ahigher degree of security."
The university also is looking
for a system that would scan
any paper resumes received
into an electronic system.
Stephens said as processes
Jim Stephens,
streamlined, some persona,sociate director of human resource, are
nel processes simply will go
that will largely replace the pre- away.
sent personnel action request. "There will continue to be good
The requests will be made employment opportunities in the
from apersonal desktop rather HR field, but it will be highly
than by typing multipage more efficient," Stephens said.
papers.
"The natural progression is
"People will l>e able to take that fewer people will be able to
care of alot of thmgs on their do more work," Stephens said.
own and they won't have to Stephens said the technology
come to us and ask that we do a will not replace person to percertain thing. All will happen son contact.
in real time,'' Stephens said.
"We don't want to leave the
Banner HR will begin in impression that if there are
October and may be incorporated problems, people must work it
into the university by June 2000. out with their system," Stephens
Stephens said the office also said. "We will always be there to
is preparing for online resumes. 'trouble shoot and help with any
'·As resumes are passed product," Stephens said.

take care of alot
of things on their own
and they won't have
to come to us and ask
that we do acertain
thing. All will happen
in real time."

Confused about
the two campus
libraries? Here
are the divisions
- The Parthenon
Although onlme sources are
almost always accessible in
Marshall's libraries, books and
periodicals are a different
story.
The Drinko Library, the Drinko
Study Center. the Morrow
Library, and the MmTow Stacks
each have different hours of operation.
The Drinko Study Center is
open 24 hours aday, on weekdays, but only online research
can be done in the study center.
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Give/get your money faster,
with direct debit or deposit
by NATALIE S. OWENS

reporter
There is more than one way to pay abill or
get your money back at Marshall.
Asystem is available to students that allows
them to pay for their tuition by direct debit,
Robert Collier, manager of student accounts,
said.
This allows students some extra time to come
up with the money to pay for school, he said.
Students are required to pay their tuition on
the due date. With this system, students must
be signed up to use direct debit by the due date
for tuition, Collier said. However, the money
will not be taken from the student's debit until
the first day of classes, he said.
"Not very many students are using the direct
debit system and we would like to see more
using it," he said.
Adirect deposit system also is available to students. This is used for students who receive a
difference check from financial aid, Collier said.
One advantage to this system is students can
get their money quicker, Barry Beckett, director of student financial systems, said. When the
bursar's office receives the funds from the fed-

Professors
writing books

• From page 1
The Drinko Library houses
reference material, books,
and periodicals published
Jan. 1, 1994 and after.
Sunday: 1p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday-Thursday: 8a.m. to
11 p.m.
Friday: 8a.m. to 6p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. to 5p.m.
The Drinko Study Center
contains computers and
acopy center. It is open
24 hours during the
week and limited hours
during weekends:
Open Sunday 1 p.m. and
closes Friday 6p.m.
Open Saturday 10 a.m. - 5
p.m.
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Robertson and writing abiography on the role Robertson
played during World War I.
"I started at Texas A&M.
They are aresearch-based university. They really encouraged
me to research and write,"
Woodward said. "Marshall has
been very good about granting
me sabbaticals for research
too."
Miller researched in

Knight
performs

• From page 1

"Midnight Train to Georgia."
"I didn't know what to expect
from the show, but Iwas really
looking forward to hearing
'Midnight Train,' Philippe
junior Jacob Scheick said. "It's
like alegend, so it was pretty
exciting."
In addition to singing her
fans' favorite songs, Knight
also sang one of her own.
"I'm a romantic," Knight

eral government it deposits them to the students' checking accounts that day instead of
putting them in the mail, he said.
That is the quickest and most efficient way
for students to get their financial aid difference
checks, Beckett said.
It is important for students to understand
they must inform the bursar's office of achange
of account so the money will go to the right
place, Beckett said.
The system has been available to students for
three years and approximately 1,000 students
are using it, Collier said.
Both of these systems are secure and work
well, Collier said. To use them, students need to
go to the bursar's office in Old Main room 101
and fill out forms. Students also need to bring
avoided check with them, Collier said.
There are tentative plans for another electronic system to be available to students by the
spring. It will allow students to pay for their
tuition over the Internet. Students will be able
to pay through Marshall's Web site with either
aMasterCard or check, Collier said.
"We are hoping that by spring students will
have electronic bill payment available to them
seven days aweek, 24 hours aday," he said.

Barcelona, Spain, studying
municipally-operated food markets. Her book will be the first
historical study explicitly
focusing on in element of retail
commerce in 20th Century
Spain.
Books generally take four to
five years to write, Palmer
said, adding that the number
of books produced by the Jtaff
was remarkable.
,
Marshall gives incentives for
professors to write books th,ree
different ways according' to
Woodward. Professors can
apply for sabbaticals every
seven years, research grants
are available and instructors
said. "The Pips and I used to
have a section in our show
when Icould do all my favorite
love songs."
Knight then sang what she
said was her favorite, "The Way
We Were," to asilent crowd.
This was one of the few
times during her performance
when the audience wasn't
clapping their hands or joining
in the song.
Knight closed her performance by thanking the crowd
for making her first time in
West Virginia enjoyable and
promising to return.
The next event in the
Marshall Artists Series is the

.
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Looking
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Hennes J<'or Rent

deposit. 525-7643 evenings.

Employn1ent

can request for areduced clas::s
load. "They are all competitive," Woodward said.
Joan Tyler Mead, dean of'
college of liberal arts. wa::s
impressed with the history
department faculty. "They are
more than leading scholars;
they are outstanding teachers.
They are vitally involved in
students well-being and the
university's well-being" she
said.
The group of history professors have written textbooks.
novels and atlases. Most of the
books are available on campu::s
in special collections at
Morrow Library.

"I didn't know what
to expect from the
show, but Iwas really
looking forward
to hearing 'Midnight
Train.' It's like a
legend, so it was
pretty exciting."

Jacob
Scheick,
Philippe junior
Tony Award winning play,
"Master Class,~ Sept. 30.
Tickets are now available in
Smith Hall 160.
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Women's soccer wins 5-1
Marshall's women's soccer team defeated Morehead State
University 5-1 Wednesday night. Sophomore forward Megan
Schroeder scored two goals for the Herd and goalie Kristina
Shamel made three saves in the win. Marshall moves to 4-2-1
on the season and now has afour-game road trip
against conference foes.
Full story Friday in Sports
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Team
focuses
on
Temple
and
season
Pruett says Herd's finish is what counts
Page edited by Charles Shumaker

,......,

by CHARLES SHUMAKER
sports editor
Marshall, the No. 2-1 ranked
team in the nation, will enter
this weekend's Temple game
with alot to lose.
Although Temple is 0-3 and
Marshall is 3-0, Thundering
Herd head coach Bob Pruett
said there are many reasons
why Temple should not be
overlooked.
"In this day of college football the margin of error is
very :,;mall," Pruett said. "Any
team can go out any Saturday
and beat any other team."
Marshall faces Temple for
only the :,;econd time in the
schools" histories and the

first time since 1974.
Although the Herd has a
short history against the Big
East - six games to be exact
- Pruett is aware of the possibilities with a team like
Temple.
"They are agood, solid team
and they have good athletes,"
Pruett said. "Last season they
beat Pittsburgh and Virginia
Tech so we ·are not taking any
different approaches to this
than we would for any other
team."
Rankings don't mean anything until November, Pruett
said.
"We aren't going to focu:,; on
the fact we are ranked, we are
ju:,;t going to play the game,"

by MIKE KLUG
reporter
The battle for the cup ha:,; begun.
The President's Cuµ. i:,; presented to intramural teams that
score the most points during the
fall and spring semesters.
The one-day track and field
event has been completed and
the softbaJI, volleyball and team
tl'nnis competitions ar_p under
way.
'"We• arc real pleased how the
track and field events turned
out:' Sharon Stanton, :issistant
director of intramural' sport:,;
and fitness activities, said.
"'There were :,;ome good races
and ilwrc wa;; more competition
this .warthan in the pa:-;t."
"We were abo pleasPd that we
\\'P rP not avictim of' the weather.~ Stanton said. "It wa:,; abeau-

tiful day to run the track and
field events."
Becky Goldman, recreational
:,;ports 1,rraduate as:,;istant, is a
member of the recreational
:,;ports department. One of her
duties is to keep track of :,;coring
in intramural events.
"Referees give me scores from
the different intramural events,"
Goldman said. "I add the points
that are awarded for awin or a
champion in a particular sport.
Then, Iadd those points to their
1,rroup's cumulative point total."
Goldman said that as of Sept.
21, the current standings
include points from attending
the fall manager':,; meeting and
the track and field events.
For mon• information about
intramuraJ t•venL-;, call the
Recreational Spor!.8 Offire at 6966477.

"We aren't going to focus on the
fact we are ranked, we ·are just
going to play the game. We just
have to remember that November
is what matters."
Bob Pruett,

:\larshall head coach
PRUETT
Pruett said. season. With the victory over
"We just have to remember Bowling Green Saturday,
that November is what mat- Marshall jumped over teams
ters. It is how you finish that like Notre Dame and
counts."
Alabama en route to the first
Since Marshall's preseason Top 25 ranking in school hisranking of No. 27 in the tory.
Associated Press poll, the If Marshall continues to
Herd has risen six spots in win this season and rises in
the first three weeks of the the polls, there is a possibili-

Intramural sports teams compete for President's ~up
FRATERNITY

DMSION

Alpha Tau Omega
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Phi Epsilon

WOMEN'S
DMSION
GDI'S
Alpha Xi Delta
Marshall Dew
Delta Zeta
!::ligma Sigma Sigma
'!'win Towers West

185
115
92
47

OPEN
DIVISION
KofCL

ROTC
BCM

Wildcats
Prowl
30 6th Avenue
30 Real Men
Gold Rush
Waves
RESIDENCE

131

125
669930
30
3030

30

DIVISION

130 'l\vin Towers East 6th 30
30 Hodges Hall
30
30 Note: rankings are as of

30

30 the completion of track
30 and field competition.

ty that the team could get an
offer from abowl besides the
Motor City Bowl.
The Mid-American champion has been awarded a place
in the bowl game since the
inaugural game in 1997.
Pruett said the team is not
worried about what could
happen, it is only worried
about what it has to do to continue to win.
And that is to focus on
games week by week.
"We would have to get in
the top eight for another
automatic bid, but we aren't
worried about that right
now," Pruett :,;aid. "We need to
be worried about the conference and Temple right now."

As far as the team's outlook
in polls the rest of the season,
he isn't placing alot of importance where the Herd is
ranked now.
"There are a lot of good
teams below us and they can
win and jump us, we will just
have to play Herd football
and see what happens,"
Pruett said.
In its first three games,
Marshall was penalized 32
times for 298 yards, a problem Pruett said he has
worked on and improved.
"We will have to cut down on
penalties," Pruett said. "We lost
our composure against Bowling
Green so we need to be smarter
and limit our penalties."

Herd sports @home
1

WOMEN'S RUGBY:
The first home rugby game
for Marshall's women's team
will be Sept. 25 at 12:00 p.m.
behind Big Bear on Fifth
Avenue.
MEN'S SOCCER:
Marshall men's soccer
opens its MAC schedule
Friday at home at 7 p.m.
against Northern Illinois.
The Herd also plays at home
Sunday at 1 p.m. against
conference foe Western
Michigan.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL:
Marshall volleyball opens
its conference season at
home Friday against the
Buffalo Bulls at 7p.m. and
also meets Akron Saturday
at 3p.m.
FOOTBALL:
The No. 21 ranked
Thundering Herd faces the
Temple Owls at 8 p.m.
Saturday at Marshall
Stadium. Marshall is 3-0 on
the sea:,;on and Temple
come:,; in o-:3.
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Top 25 ranking scores Volleyball opens MAC season
Marshall football with Weekend home games
victory for the ages Veteran Herd team faces Buffalo, Akron
There is something different
with Marshall, which I've read
is the heir to the slipper
Tulane wore in 1998.
The difference between the
two is that Marshall has been
walking to the ball for many
years now. Players have their
rings, they have their bowl
games and they have their
CHARLES
pride. But the one thing that
has been missing from the
resume of every Herd player
the recognition as one
Avictory means more than hasthebeen
top teams in the nation.
just outscoring an opponent. ofCollege
Football News' webWhether it is amoral victory
ranks Marshall at No. 19
or atriumph over adversity, a site
and
says
"If isyouonereally
think
victory, especially in sports, about it, this
of the most
has alot of meaning.
amazing
stories
in
college
footWhen Marshall defeated
Bowling Green this weekend ball."
One
of
the
most
amazing
stonot only did it do one thing ries indeed.
they couldn't do last season With so much to lose in footthey did something they could- ball, the Herd can do nothing
n't do in any season before this but gain with each season.
one.
shirts have slogans
By starting 3-0, the Herd likePlayers
"finish the job" and bull'searned a ranking am_ong the eyes
pinning
themselves as the
elite in college football.
targets, now the bull's-eyes
With Marshall's No. 21 rank- have
grown
and
the job is far
ing, the players, the coaches from over, but there
is some
and the fans earned some satisfaction
in
finally
respect from the rest of the aplace that has beenreaching
dangled
nation.
of you for two years.
I
am not one to say sports is inItfront
has
taken
104
wins
this
more important than anything, decade and two Reisman hopebut with the amount of joy a fuls, but for once a victory
ranking can bring so many counts for more than just a
people, obviously, sports is very
in the win column.
important to quite afew peo- notch
In every sense of the word,
ple.
victory
is ours, so we will take
For 96 years there has been
wins and the ranking,
football at Marshall, and after the
because
at least now Marshall
441 wins, there is finally a has grasped
of
number accompanying~ the college footballtheandattention
name few outside of this area praise it deserves. earned the
are familiar with.
has dimmed on
Every year in sports there is The spotlight
and "Touchdown City,"
ateam that has what is called WVU
and
the
focus
is
the Herd.
a Cinderella season and this No. 21 sure isn'ont the
but,
team takes what it has, makes then again, it isn't thetop,bottom
the absolute best of it and gets either.
attention for its accomplish- Charles Shumaker is the
ments.
for the Parthenon.
Last season, Tulane walked sportcaneditor
be reached by email
in the slipper and was stood up He
shumake4@marshall.edu
or byat
when the ball came.
phone at 696-3339.

by HOMER DAWSON

reporter
It's go time for the Marshall
volleyball squad this Friday.
The preseason is over, and
conference play begins with
two matches this weekend in
the Cam Henderson Center.
The Herd started its preseason strong with a3-0 sweep of
Morehead State Sept. l.
Tournament play then filled
the team's weekends for the
month.
At the Flier Invitational in
Dayton, Ohio, the Herd finished 1-2, but followed that
performance with a third
place finish in the Panther
Invitational in Milwaukee,
Wisc.
In Milwaukee, junior outside hitter Wendy Williams
was named to the all-tourna-

ment team,
averaging 4.67
kills and 4.78
digs per game
respectively.
Marshall finishQd its preseason schedule with asecond place fin- ..........-...""'-......,
ish at the LEGALL
Indiana
Tournament. The Herd was
paced by seniors Nicole Frizzo
and Jessica DeGraaf, both of
whom were named to the alltournament team.
The preseason has been a
growing experience for the
freshmen on the squad which
is led by upperclassmen.
"They [the freshmen] have
adjusted well and have found
their niche on the court, but
the upperclassmen have been

carrying us," said head coach
Steffi Legall.
Coming out of the preseason
and into conference play,
Legall has discovered her
team's strength's thus far.
"Our ball handling has been a
strength and our blocking is better than last year," said Legall.
The team's strong ball handling is fueled by setter Frizzo.
"Nicole is the key to our
offense," said Legall. "She
knows our opponents and she
knows who is hot and needs
the ball on offense."
The team still is working on
improving parts of its game.
' We would like to see out hitting percentage increase and
we look for our serving to
improve as the season goes
on," Legall said.
The Herd opens MidAmerican Conference play

9

this weekend with a match
Friday at 7p.m. against the
Buffalo Bulls. Marshall beat
Buffalo 3-0 last season in
Huntington.
"It should be agreat match,
they [Buffalo] are a tall and
athletic team," Legall said.
Saturday, the Herd meets
the Akron Zips for a 3p.m.
match. The Zips, who finished second in the MAC East
a year ago, was defeated by
Marshall 3-1 in the Herd's
home opener last season.
"It should be agreat weekend for volleyball," Legall
said. "We know the competition and our players are looking forward to the home crowd
and playing on our home
court."
Admittance for the games is
free for students with a
Marshall ID.

Computer Imaging
at Hair Wizards Salon

$19.95
SAVE33%

Over 1,000
Includes 24 styles on Video Tape and Hairstyles
Available
4favorites on aphotographs
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Located at 2557 Third Ave.• Huntington, WV
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and get up to•~!! of
FREE calling time:
• •!: of FREE calling
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and get an additional
•,!: of FREE calling
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• No annual fee.
• No credit history
required.
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~ BOOKSTORE
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Memorial Student Center
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Head have been leaders in aggro- first album, so that's pretty excitrock since 1992. For its new album, ing," Drummond said.
"The Burning Red," Machine Head The self-titled album was released
teamed up with producers and pack- Aug. 27th.
aging designers who previously In addition to performing, the
worked with artists such as Method artists said they also are looking forMan, Korn, Limp Bizkit, White ward to seeing other musicians in
Zombie and Soundgarden.
action this weekend.
The more local Deadlast is an "We're all for Machine Head, Boba
Athens, Ohio, band that has mixed Flex and Blue Honey," Labella said,
heavy music with alternative and "but seeing everybody play is going
punk roots for more than three to be great."
years. Rachele Labello, vocalist for The main stage at X-Fest will feaDeadlast, said this is the first year ture national recording artists
the band has performed at X-Fest. Sponge, Loudmouth, Shades Apart,
The band members said they were Caroline's Spine, Orange 9mm,
very excited to be invited.
doubleDrive and Soul Motor.
"The crowds are always great," Sponge is one of the biggest names
Labello said.
on the X-Fest roster. The Detroit
Labello said Deadlast has some band has released albums with Virgin
very dedicated fans in its hometown, Records and Columbia Records and
and that when they play at venues joined Live on the US. tour.
in Huntington, such as The Union, "I'm definitely looking forward to
the fans also are very supportive. seeing Sponge," Drummond said.
Chris Drummond, lead singer for "They've got aharder edge than most
Boba Flex, agrees.
of the bands, so that should be good."
"I think that because we are a Alarge crowd is expected for Xlocal band, the fans at X-Fest are Fest '99, WAMX programming direcgoing to go nuts, just like always," tor Debbie Wiles said.
Drummond said.
"The show has been held at Ritter
Drummond said Bobaflex has Park for the last two years, but we
been playing together for ayear and had to move to Harris Riverfront
a half at The Stoned Monkey and because·we've always sold out of
other venues from Morgantown to capacity..::_ more than five thousand
Winston-Salem.
tickets were sold both years," Wiles
"We also just said.
released
Tickets for X-Fest '99 are being sold
through Friday at TicketMaster locations. Tickets are $12 in advance
and $15 the day of the show.
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Harris Riverfront Park will not be
peaceful this weekend.
Musicians from all over the country will perform there Saturday for
X-Fest '99, arock'and'roll showcase
sponsored by WAMX-FM 106.3.
Gates open at noon for a day of
concerts by ·national recording
artists and local musicians.
According to a press rel_ease from
the radio station, this is the biggest
rock show ever produced by WAMXFM.
WAMX station manager Scott
Miller said the radio station is doing
its part to bring live music to
Huntington. Some students think
this
is anecessary effort.
r;, "This area is starving for music,
especially live music," Huntington
senior Johnny Dial said.
Another stage has been added to
X-Fest to feature local talent.
"There are alot of great musicians
in the Tri-State and this is an opportunity for WAMX to help showcase
their talent," Miller is quoted as saying in the press release.
Local bands performing at X-Fest
are Deadlast, Chisel, Boba Flex,
Blue Honey, Harvest, Syrinix and
Karma To Burn. Nationally-known
Machine Head will be headlining
with the local artists.
According to its Web site, Machine
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Going to
Saturday'sX-fest ~eatures main
stage plus
a'loud and local'stage
"
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On Campus

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28, 1B
Campus Light Baptist
Ministries, speaker Jerry

Thacker, Corbly Haff room
105, 9p.m. Contact: Dave
Greear 529-1545

Student Activities
Programming Board,

meeting, Memorial Student
Center room 2W37, 3:15
p.m. Contact: 696-2290

ffllDAY, SEPT. 24, 1999
Music Department, faculty
recital: Audrey Kaiser,
piano, Smith Music Hall, 8"
p.m. Contact: 696-2395

Habitat for Humanity,

meeting, Campus Christian
Center, 1p.m.

IBAY, SEPT. 27, 1999
Residence Hall Programs,

Be aPart of the Herd,Be
Herd, Twin Towers West,
9:15 p.m.Contact: 6963193
Lions Club, meeting,
Memorial Student Center
room 2W37, 9:15 p.m.
, Sarah
9421 Cavendish at 697-

JUESDAY, SEPT. 28, 1998
P.R.O.W.L,

meeting,
Campus Christian Center,
9:10 p.m. Contact:Rev. Bob
Bondurant at 696-3052

Residence Hall Programs,

Credit Card, Buskirk Haff,
9: 15 p.m. Contact: 6963193

Residence Hall Programs,

Safety on the Streets,
Holderby Hall, 9:15 p.m.
Contact:696-3193

Residence Hall Programs,

Know Your Rights, Twin
Towers East, 9:15 p.m.
Contact 696-3193

1n Huntington

SATURDAY SEPt 25, 1899

WAMX FM 106.3, X-fest,
Harris Riverfront Park,
noon to?
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is published every

Tuesday and Thursday in
The Parthenon. If your
organization has scheduled an upcoming event
or meeting and would like
to publish your
announcement here,
come by The Parthenon
at 311 Smith Hall or call
us at 696-6696. Deadlines
for the Tuesday calendar
will be Monday by noon.
To get published in
Thursday's calendar, turn
in your information by
noon Wednesday.

